The coarse-mesh rebalance method, based on neutron conservation, is used in discrete ordinates neutron transport codes to accelerate convergence of the within-group scattering source. Though very powerful for this application, the method is ineffective in accelerating the iteration on the discreteordinates-to-spherical-hannonics fictitious sources used for ray-effect elimination. This is largely because this source makes a minimum contribution to the neutron balance equation. In this report, the traditional rebalance approach is derived in a variational framework and compared with new rebalance approaches tailored to be compatible with the fictitious source. The new approaches are compared numerically to determine their relative advantages. We conclude that there is little incentive to use the new methods.
In Sec. II, the step and diamond spatial differencing coarse-mesh rebalance equations are derived from a variational principle. In Sec. Ill, the discrete-ordinates-to-spherical-harmonics fictitious source used in this study is presented and described.
In Sec. IV, variational methods are used to derive new coarse-mesh rebalance approaches more applicable to the fictitious source iteration. Section V provides numerical results while some conclusions and recommendations are described in Sec, VI.
II. COARSE-MESH REBALANCE WITH THE STEP AND DIAMOND DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
We variationally derive the coarse-mesh rebalance relationships that result from the step and diamond difference schemes for two reasons. First, although Lathrop recognizes that a variational derivation is possible, such a procedure has not been documented to the author's knowledge. Second, the variational approach provides a unifying framework for earlier rebalance equations as well as for the new relationships derived in Sec. IV. 
The flows are defined in a Banner analogous to Eq.
(7b). It is clear that other trial functions for
C< and C yield other rebalance equations. Table II are the results of runs using coarse-mesh rebalance and Set 3. The number of iterations is unaffected largely due to the fact that, although the contribution of the fictitious source to the rebalance equations is not zero, it is very small. Table II then provides little basis to make a quadrature set selection when the step scheme is used but clearly indicates that schemes satisfying Eq. (13) Again, the equations to find the ZP set have unique solutions. Thus, the weights and la .1 must be equal to the Iw I except for normalization.
III. DISCRETE-ORD1NATES-TO-SPHERICAL-HARHONICS FICTITIOUS SOURCE

